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END OF PERIOD PROCESSING
End of period processing is the process that closes out an ending monitoring period and
creates a schedule for the new monitoring period. LeakDAS works off of calendar
periods. Running EOP will always provide you the schedule for the current monitoring
period.
If a component is governed by a regulation that requires monthly monitoring, the current
period for that component is the current month that I’m sitting in. If a component requires
quarterly monitoring, the current period for that component is the current quarter. So you
can have multiple current periods all active at the same time, even on an individual
component, if that individual component has multiple regs with different frequencies.
The important thing is a monitoring that gets done today on a component satisfies that
component’s current period requirement. So if you have a component that is scheduled
for a quarterly monitoring, you have to give LeakDAS an inspection on that component
somewhere between the first and last day of the quarter to satisfy that requirement. The
important part of that is the end date. All scheduled events must be satisfied before the
end date has passed.

Now the screen that is shown above is the Schedule panel and it will always summarize
for you by due date what needs to be inspected. On this panel we really don’t care if it’s
a monthly component, a quarterly component, and annual component. What we care
about is the end date. The inspection needs to be done by that end date.
But you can pretty much tell by the end date what they are, whether they’re monthly in
the case of May 31st, quarterly, in the case of June 30th, or annual in the case of these
December 31st. Again, the important thing is that they need to be done by the end date.
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RUNNING EOP?
End of period processing kind of has an odd name because we call it end of period
processing, but you run it at the beginning of the new monitoring period. Again, it’s
called end of period processing because we’re closing out a previous period. So EOP
should be ran at the beginning of the monitoring period to close out the last and build the
schedule for the current period.
So let’s say that we have components governed by the HON regulation and those
components are on a quarterly monitoring frequency. The rule definitions for HON say
that if I’m less than 2 percent, I’m going to stay quarterly. If I’m less than 1 percent, I
can go semi-annual. If I’m less than a half a percent, I can go annual. At the beginning
of January, when I entered my new monitoring period, I need to run end of period
processing so that it calculates where I ended the last monitoring period. In other words,
it closes out that period, calculates the Leak definitions, and then creates the schedule
based on those Leak definitions. Of course, if you’ve got regulations that don’t have
such a rule change logic, then all we’re doing with end of period processing is creating
the new schedule. We don’t have to do any calculations. But some of your regs – a lot of
your regs, particularly federal regs allow you to do skip periods based on Leak
definitions. If you’ve got a really good performing process unit, it might be annual; a
really bad performing process unit might be monthly.
The magic of end of period processing is that it will do those calculations for you so that
it can determine what needs to be done and create the schedule accordingly. To run EOP,
use the icon located in the schedule panel. LeakDAS will also provide you with the date
of when the last EOP was ran.

After clicking the icon you will get a prompt that says start end of period processing. It
schedules the job with the logic engine. The logic engine is the server side engine – does
all the calculations. So what you’re doing is you’re scheduling a job with the logic
engine. The logic engine then picks up the job and reports back to this log that is shown
below – the actual processing events
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You can see the time EOP processing was started and when it finished. It processes
missed inspections, checks for those. Notice it then goes to what’s called M21 IPF, and it
lists out the different units as it goes through those. M21, that’s the Method 21, IPF is the
individual pass-fail type rules. So it’s going through and it’s calculating all of the
individual pass-fails, and then now – see how it switches to groups and lists out the
groups and the rule change? And that’s when it’s doing the group pass-fail for the
different groups. Now we’re going to reset the component rule set dates. Verify the rule
set dates. That’s when it updates the dates that are on the components with the new,
current period dates, and then you can see right there at the very top it deletes the
schedule entries. So it’s throwing the old schedule away, and then it’s building the M21
schedule, setting the compliance date, setting the preferred dates, and then you finally get
a message that says end of period processing completed.
So every time you run end of period processing, it checks to see if there’s any individual
pass-fail rules that need to be looked at, any root pass-fail rules. It always checks the
dates on the component records to make sure that the current period dates are correct, and
it always rebuilds the schedule.
Now, how frequently should we run EOP? Your facility may have monthly monitoring as
your most stringent frequency. If so, then you need to run end of period processing at the
beginning of every month. If, however, you’re doing weekly monitoring, if that’s your
most stringent frequency is maybe your weekly visuals on things, then you need to run
end of period processing at the beginning of every week. This is because what we’re
doing is closing out last week and opening this week, or we’re closing out last month and
opening this month.
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Does it hurt you to run end of period processing multiple times during a month? No.
You can do that, just be aware that you can’t ever create next month’s schedule until
you’re actually in that month. For instance, you can’t create February’s monitoring
schedule until you’re actually in February. So sometime towards the very first of the
month, you want to run end of period processing.
Now, very importantly, you want to make sure all your data loggers have been uploaded
and all your monitoring processed for the previous period. Let’s say that you have a data
logger that’s got 1,000 components in it. The guy’s got a week’s worth of work in it, and
it was for the last week of the period. You want those inspections to be in the database
before you fire off EOP to calculate where the components need to be scheduled for the
next period. If there are a lot of leaks in there that affects the leak rate, and if I don’t have
that monitoring in, then LeakDAS doesn’t know that it may need to go monthly. So it’s
very important that you’ve processed last month or last period’s inspections before you
fire off end of period processing for this period. So that might be the reason why you
don’t do it on January 1st, January 2nd, January 3rd as you’re waiting for that information
to be gathered. Hopefully your people are a little more timely about uploading their data
loggers. But it’s very important that you’re aware that yes it is time to run end of period
processing. If you run EOP today and then realize that you didn’t have that thousand
inspections loaded, you can’t go back and recalculate the percent leakages by using EOP.
That period is closed. So be very careful and make sure that you’ve uploaded and
processed before you fire off end of period processing. You can have data in the data
loggers just not information from a past period.
Now, there are times – if you made adjustments to rule definitions – for instance, maybe
we’ve done a forced rule change to move things from one rule definition to another rule
definition. Those types of rule definition changes would require that we run EOP during
the period to make sure that the changes get put into effect. But that’s about the only
time that I have to run EOP multiple times during a monitoring period.
MONITORING SCHEDULE
If a component has multiple regulations assigned then there are multiple regulations that
need to be satisfied. Down on the bottom of the component, you will see the regulation
section. There will be an entry for each individual rule that’s assigned to the component.
The HON regulation requires quarterly monitoring on this valve. So you have a start date
of April 1st, and an end date of June 30th. So at some point during the quarter, LeakDAS
wants a monitoring on that component. There is also an EPAVV rule, which requires a
monthly inspection. So the monitoring frequency for this specific rule is April 1st to April
31st. A single monitoring event, as long as it meets more stringent record, satisfies both
records. If I wait until February 1st to monitor this component, I’m out of compliance on
my EPAVV regulation.
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LeakDAS PANEL
This panel shows the database name, license information, and the database capacity.
There is a link for the LDAR.com website and it will show who is logged into the
database. You can switch the layout of the panels by selecting either basic or extended. In
extended mode you will get an extra Routes and Quarantine section that will provide
further information about those tables.
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ADMIN PANEL
On the admin panel you will see the time of the last time the panels were updated along
with a counter of when the next update will take place. There is also a link so you can
force the panels to refresh. Right clicking on the icon will allow you to navigate to other
tables within the database.

SCHEDULE PANEL
This panel summarizes by the most stringent requirement. It’s not going to show us
duplicate entries of what is in the schedule. The form refreshes every time you log into
the database to show you what needs to be monitored. There is a button for running end
of period processing. Clicking on any entry will allow the table to open so you can view
the details. And right clicking on the icon will allow you to navigate to other tables
within the database.
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COMPONENTS PANEL
The components panel allows you to see a total count of both active tags and current out
of service components. Clicking on any entry will allow the table to open so you can
view the details. The wand icon gives you the ability to create a route quickly without
being able to select specific components. If you have set any bookmarks on the
components table just click on the icon in the bottom left corner to select and view. Right
clicking on the valve icon will allow you to navigate to other tables within the database.

WORK REQUEST PANEL
The open work requests section provides a total count of all open leaks. This count is
both a delay of repair and a non-repair delay work order. Are on repair delay provides a
count of all open work orders that are currently marked for delay of repair. The repair
attempts due section means a leak has been found that has not yet had its initial repair
attempt. The rule definitions give you a number of days for a first attempt to repair, and
the number of days for an effective repair. And what that means is I have not made that
initial repair attempt within the amount of days.
The ready for retest section provides
a list of open leaks that have had a repair attempt but there has not been a retest to prove
if the repair fixed the leak or not. Clicking on any entry will allow the table to open so
you can view the details. And right clicking on the icon will allow you to navigate to
other tables within the database.
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ROUTES PANEL
The routes panel shows the total number of components that has been selected from the
schedule and put into a route waiting to be monitored. It will show you the number of
routes created and an estimate as to how many days it will take to complete all
monitoring. Right clicking on the icon will allow you to navigate to other tables within
the database.

REPORTS PANEL
The reports panel provides three of the most used QA/QC reports right on the panel.
Click on any entry to view that specific report. Click on the icon to view all report
folders.
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HISTORY PANEL
This provides a total count of how many M21 and Visual inspections have been done
since the beginning of the year. Right clicking on the icon will allow you to navigate to
other tables within the database.

QUARANTINE PANEL
I the quarantine panel you get a total count of new components, edited components, and
inspection components waiting in the table to be processed into the database. Clicking on
the icon in the panel will take directly to the quarantine table.
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ROUTE MANAGER
We have a very powerful tool in LeakDAS called Route Manager, and the purpose for
Route Manager is to be able to take this great big piece of pie, 23,000 components that
need to be done by the end of the quarter, and to slice that pie up into small pieces that
we can give to our field technicians. To access the route manager table just click on the
icon in the Routes panel.

And you can see here on the left-hand side, I’ve already got folders created for several
different technicians. These folders represent the technician name, and then within the
folder, I can put in a single route, or in some cases I can put in multiple routes. There is
no limit to how many folders you can have, and there’s no limit to how many routes
within a folder you can have.
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If you click on the route name you can see the details of that specific route. You will see
the name of the route, the technician the route belongs to, how many components are
allowed to be put into the route and with the individual tags making up the route.

So, again, the way you use it, the folder represents the technician, and then inside the
folder you can assign multiple routes to the technician. If you need to create a new
technician name, you’re going to right mouse click over on the left-hand panel and select
Users from the menu.
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This gives you a list of the different users that are already set up inside my database. To
add a new technician you click the Add New LDAR Technician button located in the
bottom left corner of the form.

After you enter the technician’s name you have a choice whether you want to allow that
technician to make regulatory changes in LeakDAS mobile. If you want him to be a
monitoring technician only, then just leave the boxes un-checked. He can monitor
components but he cannot edit components. If you want him to be able to edit some
things but not regulatory things – maybe you want him to be able to change the location
description but not change it from a valve to a connector then you would check the box
for Allowed to edit components.
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Once you click Save, you will be asked if you want to insert a user image. It’s totally up
to you whether you want to add user images. The nice thing about doing that is inside the
route you can see the picture of the technician.
The new user name you add does not immediately show up on the left side of the screen.
The name will not show up until a route gets assigned. To create a new route, right click
on the left hand side of the screen and select Add New Route from the menu.

Uncheck the Unassigned box and populate the technician field using the drop list
provided. You can name these routes anything you want to name them at all. It can be
the unit you’re sending the technician to work in. It can be monthly components,
quarterly components. It doesn’t matter what you name the route. Then click Save.
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Now the technician has a route. It’s an empty route, but he owns a route. Very
importantly, when I added the tech name, it created a technician ID. That technician ID
is what we enter over into LeakDAS mobile so that LeakDAS mobile knows what data to
pull when syncing with the database. You will assign a LeakDAS mobile handset to the
technician. He enters his technician ID. Every time he syncs his device, he gets anything
that’s been assigned to him in the route folders on the left-hand side.

THE GAS TANK ANALOGY
Your car, your truck has a gas tank in it. You fill that gas tank up. You drive for a few
days, gets a little bit low. You go to the gas station and you fill it back up again. Use
that same analogy when we’re dealing with the Route Manager table. The technician has
been assigned a route. This route is now his gas tank. You put 300 components into the
route to be monitored. When he finishes those 300 components, you can just top the gas
tank off again, and that gives him another assignment – another full gas tank to go out for
the next day. Another thing that you can do is give two routes to a technician. What that
means is you have a route for today’s work, and also a route for tomorrow’s work. So
you can give him 300 for today. You can pre-assign him 400 for tomorrow. Then at the
end of the day today, when he uploads his data logger, it will give LeakDAS all of the
completed work and pulls down tomorrow’s assignment. While he’s out there doing the
work tomorrow, I’m just going to top off gas tank number one so that at the end of the
day tomorrow, he sinks the work, pulls down the newly assigned stuff, and doing it that
way he never has an empty data logger. He’s always got work to do.
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NAVIGATING THE ROUTE FORM
On the route screen you can see the route name which can changed by typing in the new
name and clicking the Save Route button in the top right corner of the form. There is a
max tag allowed field. That is components can be assigned to the route. The technician’s
name, this is who it’s assigned to. The technician’s ID. Due date is for information only,
but if you want to make sure this is done, you can just flag a due date. That can help you
keep track of the monitoring. The two check boxes, whether you want to allow this
technician to make edits on the component level, on the compliance level, or no edits at
all while working in the field.
On the right-hand side you the ability to save the route if you make any changes. When
you create a route by default it’s going to have a max allowed set at 1000 components.
But if your feeling is a technician should never have more than 400 at a time, set them for
400. You can never give him more than 400 to tempt him to go faster than he really
needs to go. Delete route does actually what it says – throws this route away. The add
all retests button will allow you to move all components needing a retest into the same
route. Add components will open a form in the schedule so you can select the
components you want to put into the route. Set tech order allows you to override the
current route sequence order and set a temporary order inside this route for this specific
guy to go out and monitor. It does not change the permanent route sequence of the
components. If you’re unsure of what a button or field means click the question mark
and you will get a small explanation.
ADDING COMPONENTS TO A ROUTE
There are some pre filters in place on the Route Manager table. If the components are out
of service, you cannot put them into a route. If they are currently sitting in somebody
else’s route, you cannot put them into a route. This is so you don’t send them out to two
different technicians. If they’ve already been monitored and they’re currently sitting in
the quarantine table waiting to be processed, you cannot put them into a route. Again,
they’ve already been monitored. They just haven’t been processed. You don’t want to
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send somebody out to monitor them again. Those pre-filters are in place to protect you so
you don’t accidentally send two technicians to monitor the same component.
To add components to the route you will need to click on the Add Components link on
the form. Notice the form changes to a filter builder. Earlier in the manual you were
showed the filter builder inside the component smart browse form. This filter form works
in the same way. The only difference is that is has some additional fields you can use to
create your filter.

For instance, you need to be able to filter by the actual monitor end dates when creating
routes. So you would filter for Next Monitor End and then select the period end date you
want to use. This will be the most stringent date if there are multiple regulations with the
different frequencies assigned to the components. Just as on any other filter form, once
you’ve selected your filter you will click the Retrieve button to view the data.
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There are two ways to select components from the route manager grid. Copy Selected or
Copy n Records. Both are available from the right click menu.

To use Copy Selected you highlight all of the components you needed by using the shift
or ctrl keys on your keyboard. Then right click to get to the menu. This feature allows
you the change to pick and choose the specific components you want to add to the route.
You will use the Copy n Records when you’re more concerned with just a number of
components instead of which specific components will go into the route. By using the
right click menu and selecting Copy n Records you will be asked how many components
you want to assign to the route. Once you provide the number, that same amount of
components will be copied into memory. Now you will right click on the route name
listed on the left hand side of the form and select Paste into from the menu.
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After using the paste in feature you will need to click the Close link on the grid form.
This will allow you to go back to the actual route manager form where you can see the
individual components that got added to the route.
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In earlier versions of LeakDAS you could only sync one right at a time. Route Manager
in LeakDAS version 4 allows you to queue up in advance before these technicians ever
show up for the day. You can create routes for what their work’s going to be for the next
couple of days if needed. And when they sync their LeakDAS mobile device, they get all
of that work.
One of the features of the LeakDAS mobile devices is it doesn’t have to pass through a
cradle connected to the specific PC that you’re sitting at. You can have multiple cradles
in a technician room all connected up to an Ethernet connection and you can have 10, 20,
30 different technicians sync their devices at the same time, and you can dramatically
decrease the amount of time it takes to get your technicians into the field. By using
Route Manager and getting all the routes ready ahead of time the technician gets the data
automatically when the sync is completed.
If you want to be able to tell whether a component is in a route or just open on of the
links in the Schedule panel. There is a column called Route Name and it will show you
the name of the route the component is currently sitting in.

There are a couple of other ways to move components into a route. Opening an entry
from the Schedule panel you can highlight a group of components and use the right click
menu to copy in the records. Move over to the Route Manager table and right click on the
route name needed and paste into that route. Another way is from the Components table.
After filtering for the components needed you will click the interstate icon in the tope left
corner of the grid form.
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Once you click on the icon you will be asked to provide a name for the route. This will
not let you select an existing route name. Then click the OK button.

You will then need to go to the Route Manager table. On the left hand side of the form
you will notice there is now an Unassigned route is now listed. Select the route name you
created and use the drop list for Technician Name field and assign this route to the person
who will be doing the monitoring. Then click the Save Route button.

This is a handy tool to use in situations such as when an auditor shows up and you need
to do some comparative sampling. The area the auditor wants to monitor may have
already been inspected so you will not be able to use the Route Manager table to create
the route needed. This should not be your normal way of creating routes. Your primary
way of creating routes should always be in route manager. And the reason is route
manager has those pre-filters built in for you. The component can’t be out of service.
The component can’t be in somebody else’s route. The component can’t be sitting in
quarantine as monitoring, and then, very importantly, it has to be in the schedule. Route
Manager keeps you from monitoring something that doesn’t need to be monitored.
Creating routes without using the route manager table throws all of that pre-filtering
away and overrides the schedule. Use this with discretion.
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If for some reason a technician cannot complete his or her route, can those components
then be given to another technician? Yes. All you have to do is go to the route manager
table and open the route needed. Use the drop list for the Technician Name field and
make select the new tech name from the list. Then click the Save Route button.

MONITORING with PAPER ROUTE
The paper route feature allows you to quickly enter inspection information manually
when you do not have access to a data logger. So the technician would take a paper copy
of the route out in the field and write down the monitoring information. To print a copy f
the route, just click the Print Route link on the route form. Then to enter that data you
would go to the route manager table and click on the route name. Check the box for Paper
Route listed in the top right hand corner of the form and click the Save Route button.

The bottom of the form changes to allow you to do the data entry to enter the inspection
information. Highlight the group of components in the route that you need to enter the
monitoring on. Then right mouse click and select Monitor Selected from the menu.
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You will then get the input form where you can enter all the monitoring information the
technician collected in the field. You can enter both method 21 and visual inspections.
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Keep in mind that if not all of the components in the route got monitored you should only
highlight the specific tags needed. You populate as much of the form as you need then
click the Apply button. Once back on the grid you will be able to see all of the inspection
information that was entered.

At this point, what you want to do is just start going through and editing the individual
components that need to be changed. In other words, you’re bulking in the baseline and
then individually editing the specific information. Just double click on a component entry
and you will again get the input screen but now you only need to populate the one field
that needs to be changed. Normally with this tool it’s just the actual ppm reading that
needs to be adjusted. Once all of the monitoring information has been entered you will
need to send the inspections over to the quarantine table so it can be processed into the
database. You do this by right clicking anywhere on the grid and selecting Send
Monitored to Quarantine from the menu.
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**Important Note: If you use the paper route form, you will get the inspection date you
specified but you do not get to specify a time stamp. Paper route is saying you did not
use a data logger for this monitoring. We do this on purpose so we can tell what did or
did not get entered into the database manually. Each inspection record will have the exact
same time stamp. So if you’re using the paper route form, there is no time stamp. That’s
one of the reasons why the consent decrees require electronic cataloguing, is so that they
get that time stamp.
QAQC
Any time you enter the quarantine table you will automatically get the QA/QC form if
there are inspections needing to be processed into the database.

The QAQC form allows me to see by technician, date, how many were monitored, start
time, stop time, so forth. You have two different grids, and a chart. The first grid is by
technician and date. The second grid is only by date. And then the chart, of course, is
just how many components belong to each of the technicians currently sitting in the
quarantine table.
Notice that the start time and the stop time is the same because those came into the table
by using the paper route feature. They all came in with the same time on them. So that’s
one of my first indicators that this was done with paper route by total time being zero
hours and zero minutes. If the inspections come from a data logger you will be able to see
actual start and stop time stamps. And LeakDAS will show you how much total time was
spent monitoring. And then based off that total time it can tell us average minutes or how
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much average time per inspection. If you double click on an entry will open into the grid
so you can see the details of the inspections
Deviation and Variance
Deviation and variance are used to tell us if the technician has any variance in his PPM
ratings. For instance, if I had a technician who spent all day long typing in three PPM,
three PPM, three PPM, he has no variance. And so he would get a very low score on
variance. If I had a technician that did that, he also has no deviation, and so his deviation
score would be very, very low. Using those two fields for variance and deviation, you
can quickly identify those routes where the technician didn’t have a lot of flexibility in
his PPM readings. Some consent decrees require that you look at that kind of stuff.
Specifically the way they wrote it – got to see if the technician had more than 50 readings
with no variance. In other words, 50 – three PPM readings in a row. That would be
called into question. The deviation and variants allow you to find that stuff quickly
without having to sort through it.
Average PPM and Average Scan Seconds
I also keep track on the grid how many failed readings, how many passed readings. The
highest PPM the technician got, the average PPM, and then if he’s using LeakDAS
mobile, the average scan seconds. Remember, the readings entered with the paper route
don’t have an average scan seconds. That’s, again, one of the things LeakDAS mobile
does for you. LeakDAS mobile keeps track of the time he started monitoring a
component, and the time he ended monitoring a component, so you know exactly how
much time he spent on the component. If do the work with a paper route, you don’t get
that information.
Circumference and Scan Speed
Circumference is calculated off the size of the component. And then if you had used
LeakDAS mobile and had scan times, then you could calculate scan speed.

You can see the circumference and the scan speed and be able to tell if the technician was
going too fast. What we are doing here is taking the size of the component, calculating
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the circumference off of that, and then scan speed is looking the seconds he took
scanning the component. How many seconds did he spend monitoring divided by the
circumference? And that gives a scan speed in what you would call inches per second as
the technician is moving the probe over the component. Now, of course, you know, we’re
just taking the information we have. We’re taking the best estimate we can with that
data. We don’t really know that the technician wasn’t twirling the wand around his head
like a lasso. We just don’t know that, but we take the information, do the best we can to
allow you to make a good estimate here.
Minutes after Previous
Also very important here is this minutes after previous column. This column will show
you how many minutes is took the technician to monitor one component, find and
monitor the next. Any gap that is greater than 15 minutes will be highlight and easy to
see.

Let’s say the technician started at 6:43 and stopped at 4:01 in the afternoon. Just looking
at start time and stop time, he spent a total of nine hours and 18 minutes in the field. But
we need to look a little bit deeper there. He did 339 components in the nine hours and 18
minutes and right at the beginning of the day he had a 22 minute gap in between the
second inspection and the third inspection. And say there’s a 50 minute gap. Then
there’s an 86 minute gap, a 24 minute gap, and a 56 minute gap. This technician should
be taking some breaks during the day. That makes sense. But should he be taking an 85
minute break during the day. Again, what we’re trying to do is just display the
information so you can review. Once you’re comfortable with the data you can go ahead
and process those inspections in and get them out of the way.
You can approve the technicians one at a time to process them through or you can
process them all through at the same time. It’s really up to you how you want to do this.
But approval needs to be done in order to make sure bad monitoring does not make it into
your database. When the processing is complete the schedule panel will update and
remove all components that have been monitored. And if there are any leaks a work
request will automatically be created for the component.
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WORK REQUESTS
There are two ways to enter the work request table. Clicking on the wrench icon in the
work request panel will take you to the actual work order table where you can see open
and closed work orders. Clicking on the Open Work Requests link in the panel will prefilter and show you only the open work orders. Double clicking on an entry will show
you the actual work order form.
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Work Request Tab
The work request tab itself tells us the work request ID. This is the auto generated ID
that LeakDAS created to keep track of this work request. The inspection date, that’s the
date and the time the work request, or the failing inspection, was taken to open the work
request. Over on the right-hand side you have a box where you can type in a reference
number. For example, if you’re using SAP or maximal and you want to just store a
reference number from that system, you can do so. The first attempt due date is
calculated from the rule that governs the component. The effective is also from the rule
that governs the component. And then the lowest leak definition comes from the rule
definitions as well. Once a passing reading has been entered to close the work order the
compliance date field will auto populate with that inspections date.
If the component is placed on repair delay, other fields will become available for use so
that you can input the date place on shutdown and the expected return date. Along with
the reason for the delay and who authorized the delay. You can choose either Delayed
Repair or Delayed for Shutdown. There are very subtle differences in some regulations
on how they term delayed repair, delayed for shutdown. What matters to LeakDAS is if
any of those boxes is checked, all of these fields become available to document why I
couldn’t fix it within the allotted time. You also have a field called Extraodinary Effort.
Several of the new Consent Decrees contain a requirement for extraordinary repair
attempts based of severity of the ppm reading. An example would be if you have to
replace a component within 30 days if the leak exceeds 5000.

Down at the bottom, there is a section for documents. This is if you want to attach a
document to the work request to provide additional information about the leak. If you
want to attach a document, click the Document link located in the top left corner of the
form and select Add Document. Some examples of the types of documents you could at
are an invoice for parts, a picture or video of the leak. It could be anything.
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W/O Information Tab
W/O Information tab stands for work order information. This tab shows all information
about this specific leak. It’s all the things that have been gathered so far about this work
request. There is a section for all inspection. This will include the original inspection of
the leak along with any retest that gets done. And there is a section for all leak history
records. In order for the work order to close there must be a reading below the leak limit
for each open leak history record. Again, this tab show information for just this specific
leak.
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All Information Tab
The all information tab is the complete history on this component. Every time it’s ever
been monitored, any time it’s ever been a leak. Every repair that’s ever been done, every
condition that’s ever been noted. The purpose for the all information is to let you know if
this is a repeat leaker. Let’s say it’s been a leak for every quarter for the last six quarters,
and every quarter we’ve tightened the packing. Next quarter’s going to be a leak again.
We’re going to tighten the packing again. I’d kind of like to know that now while I’ve
got the work request open so I can tell maintenance, hey, you know, six quarters in a row
we’ve tightened the packing. I have to report it every single quarter. Let’s do something
permanent on this and get it fixed.

If you have multiple regulations assigned to the component you will have multiple entries
in the work request because is that a history record will get written for each regulation.
This way you can tell by the record whether it’s a pass or a fail for a specific regulation.
If the reading was a leak for two regulations then you would also have two entries in the
Leak History section as well. We store the information that way on purpose so that your
compliance reporting is easier for you. You don't want a component to show up on your
EPAVV report if it didn’t exceed the 10,000 PPM leak definition.
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Adding a Repair or Condition Note
Any information you need to add to the work order you will do so on the W/O
Information tab. To add a repair or condition note click on the Add New Information link
in the top right corner of the form

You will get a form where you can log repair notes, condition notes, and retest
information. You can do any combination of these. Just click on the tab needed. For the
repair or condition notes you can either use the drop list provided or you can actually type
in the code field. There is also a Notes section on each tab where you can enter any
additional information.

The inspection tab shows the same form from the paper route feature or clicking the
inspection link at the top of the component form. You can enter M21 or visual
inspections. Once you click the Save the inspection information will go to the quarantine
table for processing.
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While the component is on repair delay, any additional things that happen to this
component just become a part of this record. If you go out and monitor the component
tomorrow, that just becomes a retest on this record. If you monitor it next quarter. It’s a
retest on this record. Even if you get a passing reading, no action is taken because you
told LeakDAS to components on repair delay. I don’t know why, but sometimes it
happens where I could not repair a component, and then months later somebody monitors
and I’m getting a non-leaking reading. Did somebody fix the valve? No, not really.
The regs didn’t used to tell us what to do with that. There has been guidance later from
consent decrees that say, if I get three consecutive passing readings, I can take it off
repair delay. But otherwise, if I don’t have documentation that that extraordinary thing
that I said had to take place took place, I should not take action on a passing reading.
And so LeakDAS doesn’t. It just writes that passing reading, associates it with the work
requests, and it is now part of this one record. If I get another leaking reading it’s just part
of the same record. It’s not a new leak.
So everything – while this work request is open and currently on repair delay status,
everything that additionally happens to this component, it just rolled up the work request.
Your work request form is really just a holding area for you to put your repair
information so that you can see all your data in one place.
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Removing a Component from Repair Delay
When removing a component from off DOR status you do not want to uncheck the box
used to mark it as delay of repair. If you do, you will be throwing the repair delay history
away. If you try to uncheck the box, you will get this message that says unselecting this
checkbox should only be done if it was marked as delay by mistake.

The correct way to bring a component back from DOR is to populate the Date Back From
Delay field. Once that box is populated, LeakDAS then starts watching for a passing
reading. Once that passing reading has been entered into the database LeakDAS will
close the work order and populate the Completed Date field.
A common mistake people make is putting the passing retest in first and then they check
the box. That doesn’t work. You have to tell LeakDAS the delay has ended, and then give
it the passing reading. Otherwise LeakDAS will not take action on that passing reading.
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User Verified
The last step as far as closing out a work request is to click this user verified box on the
Work Request tab. This field is located in the top left corner of the form. This field is
only available when the completed date has been populated.

By checking this box you are saying that someone has verified the information inputted
on the work order is complete and accurate. The reason that’s important is because you
want this to print out correctly when printing the work request or when you print the leak
history records. You can choose to not populate this field. This will not keep the work
request open. It’s used as a way for you to make sure the information in your database is
correct.
INSPECTION HISTORY TABLE
The inspection history table holds every single monitoring event on the components. You
get to this table by clicking on the icon in the History panel.
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This table also has a filter tab similar to the components table. You can select the
available fields you want to see then create the filter. You have the option to see only
M21 inspections, visual inspections, or you can see them both. You can set a filter for a
date range, a specific unit, a technician, or instrument. You can also search for all of the
history for a single component. When you retrieve the data you get a smart browse. This
works the same as it does in other tables. You can sort, group, and move columns around.
And you can double click to see the details of that component.

INSPECTION RULE HISTORY TABLE
The inspection rule history table is located under the History panel. Right click on the
icon and select Inspection Rule History.
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This table is a copy of the inspection history table with the ability to filter by regulation
or compliance group. You only have two options for available fields. If the box is
unchecked you will the default fields when retrieving the data. If you check the box you
will get all fields on the grid.

Comment and Repair History
There is also a Comments History and a Repair History table. These are located on the
History panels right click menu.

Both tables work the same. You enter a date range and click the OK button. The data will
be returned on a smart browse grid. So you have repair history where you can see all the
different repair methods that were done within a certain date range. If you wanted to see
all of the repairs that were done by maintenance during a time period, you could come
here, sort them by maintenance, and get those all in one spot.
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QA/QC FORMS
There are two Forms, technician performance by date and technician performance by
technician located in the Reports panel. A single click on the entry will open the form.

The tech by date form will show you who did monitoring on specific dates. You can see
the technician name, how many components were monitored, and how long they were in
the field monitoring.

The performance by tech allows you to see a list of technicians. Once you click on the
technician name, LeakDAS will show you all the days that that technician has inspected,
the counts for that days, and so forth.
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Once history is gathered there are various ways for you to look at it, sort of, see what’s
going on. At any time, right from the component, I have the ability to see what should
have been done, what hasn’t been done, and what has been done.

If you're stuck on a LeakDAS concept and still confused about something covered here,
send an e-mail to support@inspectionlogic.com
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